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Technical
information:

17 exhibits
Up to 700 m2
Price upon agreement
Additional fee for transportation, insurance and installation
Minimal rental period is 3 months.
This exhibition is available for rent and sale.

For further information 
please contact:

Pilvi Kolk
pilvi.kolk@ahhaa.ee

Watch the

video
HERE!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtF7F_OrT9I


What scares you the most?
Heights? Spiders? Darkness?
Or being forced to live without the Internet?
In AHHAA’s new thrilling exhibition, a bunch of creepy chambers awaits 
you, each one hiding a source for a common phobia.

The exhibition was created in cooperation with professional 
psychologists from Psühhobuss and explains why we sometimes

fear something that isn’t really dangerous. 

There is no age limit and the exhibition is so funny that it’s scary.
It’s totally immersive and affects all of our senses.

And perhaps facing your fear will help you defeat it?



Exhibits
The exhibition includes:
Earthquake simulator
Depths and heights
Narrow and dark hallways
Rooms full on spiders and insects
Predictable fire and electricity exhibits
A spooky doctor’s office



Atephobia - fear of ruins.

A room where everything vibrates 
like when an earthquake occurs.



Acrophobia and altophobia - fear of heights, 
batophobia - fear of tall buildings and objects,
aviatophobia - fear of flying.

A construction consisting of two containers in which 
the visitor can walk over an apparent depth.



Herpetophobia - fear of reptiles, 
ophidiophobia - fear of snakes, arachnophobia - 
fear of spiders, entomophobia - fear of insects, 
musophobia - fear of rats and mice.

Spiders, worms and other creatures gathered in 
one room.



Electrophobia - fear of electricity.

A room with a seemingly endless amount
of electrical equipment and wires.

Beware of the occasional arc-light!



Pyrophobia - fear of fire, thermophobia - fear of heat.

A fake fireplace with a real fire that erupts from the 
chimney time to time.



Phonophobia - fear of loud sounds, 
keraunophobia - fear of thunder. 

Various sound clips supported by strobe light and
other special effects.



Claustrophobia - fear of confined spaces, 
stenophobia - fear of narrow places and objects, 

lygophobia, myctophobia, scotophobia, nyctophobia 
- fear of the dark (or the night).

An elongated room that is very dim and shrinking. 
Different textures on the walls.



FoMo - fear of missing out.

Scene from a car crash where a family tells a story about
their current emotions and the need to be constantly 

informed about what is happening on social media.
The punch-line is the voice of a child, who is not at all 

aware of what is happening on Instagram, and is
the only one who actually pays attention to

the seriousness of the situation.



Olfactophobia, osfresiopfobia or
osmophobia - fear of odours.

When activated, the exhibit emits various rather 
unpleasant odours.



Haphephobia - fear of touch, stenophobia - fear of narrow places and objects.
You'll never know what to expect when you put your hand inside the exhibit.

Augmented reality. A version of the hand in a box exhibit, where you can
see your hand on the monitor, but an animation is included. 

Spiders, worms etc are added to the picture and with bugs gadgetry
move in sync with animations.



Aquaphobia - fear of water:

A room designed like a bridge deck.
Moves up and down one axis.



Multiple choice questionnaire consisting of 50 
phobia-related questions, where the visitors are 
given the opportunity to answer 15 questions at 

a time. When the quiz is finished, the list of 
top performers is displayed.



Iatrophobia - fear of doctors and medical personnel,
necrophobia - fear of death and dead things.

A creepy window peek into a small room filled with 
torn limbs, syringes and other similar props.



TV wall.

All the mentioned rooms have cameras
and the pictures are shown on this wall,

so that, for example, parents can monitor
their children panicking in other rooms.
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